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Members’ News: Vindolanda and more
Les Bailey has been out and about and writes:We had a few days in The Lake District, then moved on to the Hadrian's Wall area. I shot the usual iconic location of Sycamore Gap, not
sure that it was worth the climb and walk but it has to be done…
Amongst lots of sites with 'piles of old bricks', (sorry, well preserved ancient stones), we visited Vindolanda and The Roman Army
Museum, two great places. At Vindolanda the archaeologists were excavating two areas, the most interesting being a deep rubbish
ditch, (Vindolanda dig image overleaf), where a skull, dating from around 200 AD, had been found in 2002. This was of a young man
who had been executed; one side of the skull sliced open from a probable sword strike, the other side crushed around the ear, probably
from a sword pommel blow. His head was then displayed on a pike as a warning to others. When the skin finally fell off, the skull was
thrown into the rubbish ditch. We were told by Andrew Birley, Excavations Director, that the point at which the spike entered his head
can still be seen in the upper part of his mouth…lovely.
Isotropic analysis (in 2002) of a tooth revealed that he had drunk water from northern Britain for his entire life. In 2015, DNA analysis of
another tooth revealed that his father was Italian. Since soldiers weren't allowed to marry, this gave rise to the idea that his mother was
perhaps a local woman, 'common law wife' of a soldier. The young man would have had all the rights and privileges of a Roman, so the
speculation is that he must have done something rather serious to meet such a brutal death.
So while we were talking, the sole from a Roman sandal was dug out of the mud. We weren't allowed to touch or hold, but it was
fantastic to see this item so close and at the moment of discovery, very exciting. As the young archaeologist said, 'History is being made
every day here'. We were told the sandal was probably from about 250/300 AD, and would have been fairly expensive because of the
studding being added. (Images overleaf)

Sycamore Gap - record shot
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Vindolanda dig: ditch under excavation

A find! Archaeologist with the sole, clearly showing the studs
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Members’ images

Two

images

from

Stewart Bourne ARPS.
Jake (left)
And
Reluctant
(below).
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Pilgrimage

Diary
RPS DIG Expo - book now!
Special price for 4-ticket package - £100 (£25 p.p.). So fill up a car with your club
mates and come along for a really good day and a great learning opportunity.
18th May Birmingham University Campus Sculptures walk. Free, advance registration.
20th May 11th Worcester Motor Festival
A couple of London exhibitions at Beetles & Huxley.
Until 20th May Cecil Beaton A complete survey of Beaton's early photography
ranging from portraits of the "Bright Young People" in the 1920s, innovative fashion
pictures for Vogue, Hollywood portraits

in the 1930s, to lesser-known wartime

documentary photographs commissioned by the British Ministry of Information.
Includes portraits of Queen Elizabeth (subsequently the Queen Mother), the Duke and
Duchess of Windsor on their wedding day, Salvador Dali, Vivien Leigh, Augustus John,
Charles de Gaulle, Orson Welles, H G Wells and Aldous Huxley.
23 May - 24th June Joel Meyerowitz Towards Colour 1962-1978 - in association with
Leica. Meyerowitz joined the Leica Hall of Fame in January 2017.
Annual Bretforton Silver Band Asparagus Auction Sun 28 May, from 6pm Free Entry.
Wed 31 May 7pm Bikers’ Nite at the Fleece Bretforton, WR11 7JE Donations for Air Ambulance. Free Entry
19/20 May Bletchley Park at Night
7 June workshop Making Space - Pinhole photography £3-6. Birmingham Uni.
Gloucester Tall Ships May 27-29
Booking is open for the Asylum Steampunk Festival 25-28 August in Lincoln.

Competitions
TPOTY is now open for entries .If you’re off on your travels take a look at the rules…
The Societies - May’s Competitions are now open - Free to enter for all photographers.
Life on Earth Photography Competition
On Your Travels Photography Competition
See the results for April here: Street Cultures - Fine Art - Spring into Action
Midland Salon closes 28th June.
RSPCA Young Photographer Awards 2017 Launching with a new mobile phone category,
entries open for the prestigious competition on 8 May! The competition is open to anyone

MCPF news

aged 18 or under and it’s free. Have your photos judged by a panel of top photographic
experts including BBC Springwatch presenter, Chris Packham. (Thanks to Maddy for info).

MCPF May newletter
including full details of Midland Salon.

Varna Salon closes 4th July.
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For sale

Amazon/Epson
shots

for

screen

Epson Stylus Photo R2400 Colour Inkjet Printer (A3)

illustrative

purposes only

In working order and complete with all 8 inks in use, at 1/4 full at least, plus 7 unopened inks within date,
and 3 unopened inks, slightly out of date.
Optional paper roll feeder included. Mains and USB cables.
Full manual.
Prints well in both colour and black and white.
Price: £100
Contact: Shelagh Allen
01905 357448
07849393114

Midland Fine Arts
If you are using the summer break to get ahead with your printing, mounting and/or framing, or if you want to start doing some print
work and perhaps exhibition work, don’t forget our sponsors Midland Fine Arts offer discount on their prices for WCC members. Get your
mount boards, pre-cut mounts (specify your own sizes and apertures), WCC-style exhibition black frames (reference the club if ordeing)
and a wide range of other frames plus all the hanging paraphernalia from MFA. Quote WCC membership when you order.
If you drop by (weekdays only) they sometimes have bargain buys too! Worth a visit to look at their range. Contact MFA with any queries
or requests for advice.We have always found Simon and team to be very helpful and responsive.
Find MFA at Unit 2, Frederick Road, Hoo Farm Industrial Estate, Kidderminster, Worcestershire DY11 7RA.
Telephone 01562 747355
Fax 01562 67891
Email chandler@xlninternet.co.uk (Simon Chandler).
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